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No doubt about it, the stars at night
are big and bright way out west in a little
town known as Fort Davis Texas. With
the Milky Way streaming across the sky
and arching from mountain top to mountain top this is my journal.
Saturday, October 9, 2004 certainly
hope I have not forgotten anything for I
am en route to West Texas to test out my
new 18” truss tube telescope under dark
skies. These are probably the simplest
direction to anywhere. Take I-10 going
west, stay on it for about 8 hours, when
you see the sign to Balmorah turn left.
Go into the mountains, that is where one
will find Fort Davis. Dennis and I arrived
around 4:30 PM and left Houston at 7:00
AM. Unloaded the vehicles, then got
ready to set up the telescopes. We were
staying at Loyd Overcashs’for the week.
Thanks for the hospitality Loyd and Patty.
Alex Cruz would be arriving on Sunday,
with Lynn “Cookie” Adolphus and her
friend Sharon on Monday. Went into to
town to Pops Grill, that is the local hangout if you want something to eat, for you
will not walk away hungry. Got back just
in time to collimate and get ready for the
night. Mostly looked at gee whiz objects
tonight. Numerous objects in Sagittarius
and worked my way up the Milky Way
over to Cassiopeia. Didn’t observe to
late, pretty tired after driving. Went to
bed around midnight.
Sunday, October 10, 2004
Looks like tonight is going to be a good
night. Will work on a game plan for tonight. I will be working in the constellation Cepheus, which seems to have a nice
mixture of objects, planetary nebulas,
galaxies, bright nebulas and an open cluster with nebulosity. I am working on the
second Herschel 400 list. Dennis and I

went to the grocery store in town
pretty boring scenery. Stop off at
“Baezas” and met Alex there, he had just McDonalds Observatory on the way back.
gotten into town. Town folk can still run Bought a few things, of course. Got Mia credit at the store and pay at the end of chael Rivich his first McDonald T-shirt.
the month. What a novelty. Fort Davis is Hope they like it. Cookie got her first
also celebrating its 150 years as a town.
glimpse of the Milky Way for a short peThey had a big hullabaloo at the Fort and riod of time on Wednesday. The dew was
dancing at the Prude Ranch last night.
so bad that it was running off my Scope
Alex came and set up his scope. Dennis Coat cover in puddles. Did not bother to
had been running a shuttle service for the uncover. Totally clouded over by 10:00
observers because Lympia Creek is imPM. We all went in and watch a movie
passable and Olds Creek one can only
“Insomnia” how appropriate for us, seepass through in a truck. Check collimation and I am ready for the night. Observed NGC 1184, 7023, 7129, 7139 and
was going for 7354 when the stars started
to fade in my eyepiece. I thought I had
dew, but no the sky went to pot. So far
our biggest problem has been dew and
MOSQUITOES! Waited out the sky for a
while but it did not look like it was going
to clear. Time to call it a night.
Monday, Tuesday and
View sitting on the back porch from Loyds
Wednesday clouded out. Tuesday met
Cookie and Sharon to go walking around ing that we were wide awake.
Thursday, October 14, 2004.
the big town of Fort Davis. They have an
old fashion Drug Store in town where one Still cloudy, how depressing. The
can still order phosphates to drink, so we weather sites on the internet show that it
would be clearing between 10:00 AM and
had lunch and I had a cherry lime phos11:00 AM. Will see. Went walking
phate to drink. Sharon was so happy
when she found that the local library had around Loyds just for something different
an internet connection, so she could check to do. Man, a person can awfully lonely
around here, not a sole stirring except the
on news stories and her e-mail. Cookie
and I left her there while we went around two horses next door. If fact that is the
town some more. Bought some wonderful most activity that I have seen around here
fudge at Buttermilk Cottage Inn. Its not except for all of us here for the star party.
Finally the clouds started to break and the
like you can get lost in this town. You
wind is out of the north. It could end up
can probably walk around the whole
being a cold night. Wow what a night,
town, in and out of every shop, at a leisurely rate in a couple of hours. Wednes- finished up Cepheus and started on Orion.
day Dennis and I decided to take the road Temperature only got down to 41 degrees
to Kent. Well we didn’t make it to Kent, by the time I went to bed at 5:30 AM, but
no dew or mosquitoes. Best night so far!!
once we got out of the mountains it was

Continued on next page

By Tracy Knauss
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Friday, October 15, 2004. Woke up by mid morning and could not get back to sleep. While I was awake I started working on an article for Wes for the November newsletter on Deep Sky Challenges. Had no way to create a star chart, so used my
digital camera and took a picture of the constellation through MegaStar on my laptop. That worked. Now I am ready to send it
to Wes. Oh no, I don’t think Wes would appreciate a 14 megabyte file, so I must make it smaller somehow. Publishers produces
large files, but that is the format that he would prefer it in. Got it smaller and reduced to 4 megs, now it’s ready to go to Wes.
Met Sharon and Cookie at Pops Grill for dinner. All set and ready to go for the night, but I did not get my nap, so we will see
how long I last. Cookie had a blast picking out constellation and
looking at different Messier objects through the scope that she
brought with her. She packed up around 1:30 AM for her and
Sharon were heading back to Houston later today. Around 2:30
AM the wind picked up drastically, gusting around 35 mph and I
was clamping everything down to my observing ladder. Decided to
stick it out and see if the winds would die down. I had some objects
to draw in Orion, NGC 2071 and 2304. The wind died down for
about and hour and I was furiously drawing my objects. Just finished NGC 2304, which is right below the Horsehead Nebula,
when the wind picked back up again around 4:00 AM. Gave it up
around 4:30 AM as the wind was not dieing down. Kind of neat
though one can hear the wind roaring up over the mountain long
before it gets to the scopes.
Saturday, last and final full day up here. Went down to see
Moon Setting Over the Mountains
Peggy and Allen Gilchrist’s property. They are right across the
street from Loyd. Nice fairly flat piece of property that overlooks a ravine. Had all of our leftovers from the previous dinners
and talk to Loyd through the internet. That was pretty slick! I am pretty worn out tonight, so do not know how long I will make.
Started working up in Andromeda on some galaxies, then went over to Pegasus. By 11:30 PM I was wooped. Pack up my scope
and called it a night.
Sunday, October 17th, left Loyds around 10:00 in the morning and got back to Houston around 7:30. Almost made it
back to Houston when Dennis’s AC went out in the truck. Just had ten more miles to go when it crapped out. Thank got it was
in the evening!
Wow what a wonderful week out in a little town called
Fort Davis Texas. An astronomers delight!

L to R: Myself, Alex Cruz, Cookie Adolphus & Dennis
Borgman all standing by our scopes.

Caption describing
picture or graphic.

The West Texas Star Party at Loyd Overcash’s. Loyd’s dome
in the background.

Sun

Mon

Tue

Thu

Fri

Sat

1 Catch Saturn 3 1/2
hours after sunset followed by a waning
Moon an hour later.

2 Venus is closing on
Mars over the next
few days moving closest on the 6th.

3 Orion is well placed
a few hours after sunset with the bright
star Sirus following
close behind.

4 Last quarter Moon
at 6:53 p.m. CST.

10

11 Recover from
Christmas party or
check out the new
Moon if you can find
it.

6 Luna occults Jupiter in the early morning hours tomorrow...
if you live on the East
Coast that is.1

7 Go north, young
man...if you want to
see the earliest sunset
at 40 degrees N latitude.2

9 Draw a line between
8 The waning Moon
romances Venus in the Polaris and the star
Caph in Cassiopeia to
morning sky.

12 Get out the long
handles and prepare
for tomorrow night.

13 Geminid meteor
shower tonight. It
peaks around sunset.
Crescent Moon won’t
be a problem.

14 Venus and Mercury rendezvous later
this month.

15 Mercury lurks just
below the horizon,
emerging within a few
days.

19 Today is the date
of Saturnalia. Do
some research and
figure out what it
means.

20 Mercury and Venus 5 degrees apart.
Mercury shines near 0
mag and will get
brighter.

21 The Sun sits over
the Tropic of Cancer
which means Winter
Solstice at 6:42 a.m.
CST.

22 Hold your breath
23 A waxing gibbous
because Huygens de- moon rises 2 hours
taches from Cassini in before sunset.
two days.

5 Don’t expect to see
Ursa Major early in
the evening. It’s
down behind the trees.

27 Two hours after
sunset, Luna, Pollux,
and Castor are
chased by Saturn.

28 Five planets and
the Moon are visible
from horizon to horizon tonight.

16 A 5 day old Moon
sits in Aquarius.
Check out Uranus a
few degrees above
Luna.

FBAC Christmas Party

17 Beta Scorpius and
Venus only 1 degree
apart tomorrow
morning.

18 First quarter
Moon at 10:40 a.m.
CST

24 The Summer Triangle is disappearing...finally.

25

31 Happy New
Year’s Eve. Please

1

Merry Christmas
29 Mercury reaches
greatest elongation
today.

30 Regulus, the heart
of Leo, is 4 degrees to
the lower right of
Luna.

don’t drink and
drive.

Check www.lunaroccultations.com/iota
for event timing.
2
See page 6 to understand why.
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26 Pull yourself away
from all the Christmas
goodies and check out
the full Moon.

find the origin of the
celestial coordinate system.
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Meeting Minutes
November 19, 2004
Fort Bend Astronomy Club
Meeting called to order at 7:33 p.m.
Welcome—David Jenkins
Novice Presentation—D.J. McCracken presented images of the October 27th lunar eclipse. In addition,
David Jenkins presented his images of the eclipse.
Presentation—Don D’Entremont and Terry Hiserodt discussed their participation in the Enrichment Cluster at Dickinson Elementary in Greatwood. These were 11-13 students who signed up for an enrichment
activity that took about an hour and a half. The first session was about the lunar eclipse with Terry. The
second session was with Don and involved photo presentations and a demonstration of Don’s 8” Dobsonian
Telescope. The final session involved both Terry and Don and included lunar and solar observation. They
have been invited back in March. Wharton County Junior College donated 10 telescopes to Dickinson Elementary. There was some discussion about cleaning the scopes and a possible Star Party at the school.
Recognition of visitors—David Jenkins
Treasurer announcements—pay dues and make sure your membership information is correct.
Break—began at 8:07 P.M.
Meeting Reconvened—8:36 P.M.
Main Presentation—Registax software presented to the club by D.J. McCracken
Registax is freeware that allows for image stacking and processing of raw images for stacking.
Recognition of New Members—David Jenkins
Secretary’s Report—Minutes are available each month in the Observer and on Netslyder. Last month’s
minutes were summarized with emphasis on the Tovinder asteroid presentation and Jay McNeil’s presentation on Nebulae.
Cookie Adolphus was recognized for her work on press releases for the club.
Treasurer’s Report—our current balance is $654.88 with all debts clear. Astronomical League dues and
Liability Insurance has been paid.
Asteroid Team Report—Currently the team has discovered 354 asteroids
Astronomy On Wheels—Leonard Patillo reported that there will be a star party at Lexington Creek Elementary on Thursday, January 20, 2005 in conjunction with the school’s Math/Science Night.
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Christmas Party Announcement—The Christmas Party will be held on December 10th. Sign up with
Leonard Patillo so that we have an approximate number of people to be in attendance and to volunteer to
bring a dish for the party.
Brief discussion about the Randall’s and Kroger Card Programs
HAS Banquet—brief mention
Vice President’s Report—Terry asked the membership questions about the types of presentations they
would like for meetings. He also presented a handout that was available for the membership to look over
and that it would be posted to the web.

General Announcements
Club Loaner Scope Program—brochures and pictures were on a presentation board at the back of the room
with instructions on reserving the scopes and pictures of the scopes that the club owns. Club membership is
required in order to check out a loaner scope.
East Dome Committee—Workday November 20th at 3:00 pm to replace the foam skirting in the East Dome
Hunt week is coming up. The next hunt week is a Pig hunting week where no one is allowed in the park.
Call for volunteers for Christmas Day and New Year’s Day
Door Prizes
Chili’s call
Adjournment at 9:40 pm

Why a circle has 360° and not another number, and who came up with that number?
The gist of the answer is that the Babylonians are responsible. The Babylonians used a
base 60 number system. (Today we use a base 10 or decimal system, the principal
numeral system used by humans, almost certainly because humans have 10 fingers).
The Babylonians apparently estimated pi (∏) using a hexagon. Consequently, the
division of a circle into 6 x 60 = 360 units was a natural choice.
The 360 number has additional attractive divisibility properties: It is divisible by 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, and 20.
Also, the Babylonian base 60 number system is the origin of 60 seconds per minute
and 60 minutes per hour.
So now you know how a circle was divided into degrees.
Via Leonard Pattillo, Courtesy Mike Fagan, Rice University
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Each clue describes the name of a galaxy. Answers in next month’s Observer.

The earliest sunset of the year does not occur on the December solstice, the shortest day of the year. Why? Because the
Earth’s orbit is not circular so our speed around the Sun is not constant. Additionally, the Earth’s axis is not perpendicular
to the plane of the orbit, rather it’s tilted 23 1/2 degrees. And if you’re wondering why this blurb is here, go back to the calendar and look at December 7.
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Fort Bend Astronomy Club
P.O. Box 942
Stafford, TX 77497-0942
Dedicated to the acquisition and
dissemination of information
pertaining to the science of
astronomy

FBAC Officers and Phone Numbers
President: David Jenkins 281-392-5009
Vice-Pres: Terry Hiserodt 281-495-4012
Secretary: Jim Ellis 281-265-7159
Treasurer: Joe Dellinger 281-531-5417
Alcor:
Tracy Knauss 409-798-7917
Astronomy On Wheels:
Leonard Pattillo 281-980-1175
East Dome Coordinator:
Keith Rivich 281-468-8491
NL Editor: Wes Whiddon 281-265-7614
Librarian: Alex Cruz 713-702-9064
George Observatory: 281-242-3055
Loaner Scopes-Keith Rivich:
281-468-8491

We’re On The Web
Http://www.fbac.org
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The Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets on the third Friday of every month except for those months when special meetings are called. The next regular meeting will be the Christmas Party, 7:30 PM on December 10, 2004 at the First
Colony Conference Center, 3232 Austin Parkway, Sugar Land, TX. Dues are
$30/year for the first member, $5 per additional household member. Student
dues are $15/year.
The Houston Astronomical Society meets the first Friday of the month in
room 117 of the University of Houston Research Building. The novice program
begins at 7:00 PM and main meeting at 8:00 PM.
For the Johnson Space Center Club, refer to the JSCAS web site for meeting
times and sites. There is a link on the FBAC web site.
North Houston Astronomy Club meets on the 4th Friday of the month at
Kingwood College. The meeting starts at 6:45 PM, main meeting at 7:30 PM.

FBAC Christmas Party,
7:30 PM, Friday, December 10, 2004
First Colony Conference Center
3232 Austin Parkway
Sugar Land, TX
Turkey and ham supplied by FBAC, bring
side dish

You are invited to submit your
opinions for inclusion on this
page. Please be thoughtful
and respectful of others in
your comments. Rants will
not be published. All articles
should be 450 words or less
and are subject to editing for
clarity and length before publication. Please submit in Word
format to:
stargazer411@earthlink.net
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RSVP to Leonard Pattillo 281-980-1175
or
astrotogo@aol.com
Further information on FBAC website at:
http://www.fbac.org

